LO: TO answer comprehension and inference questions.
Read through the book and then answer these questions. These questions are
really supposed to get you thinking. Do not worry about getting them wrong.
I would like you to write as much as possible and put your thinking caps
on. The more detail, the better.

‘Morris usually looked down,’ what happened when he looked up?
What did he see? ……………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………
What do you think the place the books ‘nested’ is?.....................
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………..
The book landed on Morris’s arm. What do you think it wanted
Morris to do? ……………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………..
When Morris gave books to the grey people they became colourful. Why do you think that happened? …………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………..
What does it mean when it say Morris became ‘stooped and crinkly’? …………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………….
Who were Morris’s old friends?.............................................
………………………………………………………………………………………..
Why could Morris’s book fly

now?......................................

………………………………………………………………………………………..

LO: TO answer comprehension and inference questions.

Read through the book and then answer these questions. These questions are
really supposed to get you thinking. Do not worry about getting them wrong.
I would like you to write as much as possible and put your thinking caps
on. The more detail the better.

‘Morris usually looked down,’ what happened when he looked up?

What did he see? ………A woman happily flying with flying
books, in full colour…………………………………………………….
What do you think the place the books ‘nested’ is?.....................
……a library …………………………………………………………………..
The book landed on Morris’s arm. What do you think it wanted
Morris to do? …………to read it …………………………………………..

When Morris gave books to the grey people they became colourful. Why do you think that happened? …………………………………..
…because the adventure, information or excitement of the books
brought colour and interest into peoples lives.………………………..
What does it mean when it say Morris became ‘stooped and crinkly’? …………he became old and perhaps frail.
………………………………………………………………………
Who were Morris’s old friends?.........the books ......................
………………………………………………………………………………………..
Why could Morris’s book fly

now?.........because it now had a

story, it had been written.....................................................
………………………………………………………………………………………..

